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SILVER CITY,

SOME SOUND SENSE.
Strong Points

in Favor of Free
age of Silver.

Kxtrnet From the Speech of W. . Harvey
In IIIh Delinte With Prof. Laugh-ll- n
in Chicago.

Where there is a necessity, there is a
remedy. Suppose you were to say to a
man of coin inon sense, "We are compelled to adopt the financial policy of
Europe," and he replied: "The country
is going to waste and ruin and desolation is spreading from ocean to ocean,"
and demonstrates that the cause of it is
our adoption of the financial policy of
Europe, and we say hack to him: "It
makes no difference, we are compelled to
adopt the financial policy of Europe,"
this answer would not be acceptable to
the hardheaded citizen of this country.
The governments of Europe are plutocracies. They squeeze the lemon for
the people about every so often. The
few control class legislation and the mas-se- s
are hewers of wood and drawers of
water for the titled few. Like the farmer who goes out and robs the bees' nests,
they rob the people and then give them
time to fill the nest again. We have
certainly not forgotten the history giving the reason why our forefathers established this government and that
was the reason. Now, if financial legislation is, one of the classes of class legis-tio- n
by which the many are robbed and
the few enriched, by which the lemon is
squeezed, then it is one of the institutions of the European governments that
we, as a nation of people, republican in
form, should declare our independence
o'. That is the first reason why
t
financial action should be taken
by the United States. If they say : "We
must have the same money that they
have in order to carry on business with
them," my reply is this: "That the biggest business we ever did carry on with
the balance of the world, and particularly Europe, was the time when they had
gold and silver as money and we had
neither." It is one of those peculiar arguments that wears its way into a man's
brain when reiterated and monotonously given out by the daily press that we
must have the same money that the
other great, commercial nations have.
We never stop to investigate. It belongs
inde-enden-
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that catalogue of arguments that existed prior to 1492, when a majority of
the people of the world said that the
world was flat, and a few men, including Columbus, contended that it was
round.
Those interested in purposely cultivating through ages an international money
on lines marked out by them, have the
same possession of the public mind as
the critics of Columbus had, and those
who contend for financial independence
from Europe can be classed with the
followers of the great navigator whose
minds were in advance of the age in
which they lived.
This nation can have an independent
financial system without any reference
whatever to the balance of the world,
and can carry on its own commerce by
ocean and by land with other governments of the world notwithstanding. We
do not now settle our balances with Europe in coin except on its commercial
value and by weight. Our coinage
has nothing to do with it. Primarily balances of trade are settled with trade.
We give them our wheat and take their
silks ami the balance that we may owe
them or they may owe us will be settled
just as the merchants between the importing points may agree to settle it.
They can settle it in gold for so much a
pennyweight as measured in the money
of their country or our country, or in so
much silver or in so much copper, or so
much of aiiv other merchandise as may
be agreed upon between them in their
trade relations. There is no such thing
asan international money. So that a
merchant in London who has sold goods,
and vice versa, with a merchant in New
York finds that at the end of six months
the merchant in New York owes the
merchant in London $óO,000 as measured in the American money, whatever
it is; and they have an understanding
by which the New York merchant is to
settle those balances, and it may be in
wheal or it may lie in cotton that the
contract would be settled ; anything that
would be in a general way agreed upon ;
but gold or silver, irrespective of how
much we were coining of it as money,
could lie agreed uMin. So that in the
beginning of a study of this question
that point can be made clear to the
mind of any man who does his own
thinking. You cannot meet arguments
that are purely theoretical, such as a
man proving to another that a cat luw
to

Coin-
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PRICE

5 CENTS

three tails. He proves it this way : No
cat has two tails and one cat has one
more tail than no cat, therefore one cat
has three tails. Profound theorists on
the other side of this question are now
especially fond of this class of reasoning.
Growing out of a long accustomed habit,
the men who have studiously cultivated
class legislation for their benefit have
impressed the common masses with certain apparent fixed principles which
they are to be controlled by, and one of
them is the necessity of international
money, just as they have made you believe that national bank money was
necessary. Now the reason behind that
is this: They can go to Washington and
hypothecate their bonds, draw the interest thereon ; get a loan on these bonds
to 90 per cent, of their face value with-ou- t
paying any interest, to loan it to you
at from 7 to 12 per cent. That is a special privilege.
And we have learned not
to blame people for doing those things.
But we should. It should lie a common
country conducted for the lienettt of all
people.
We are now in the hands of the pawnbrokers of Europe. They will take the
same care of us that the spider did
with the fly. We have very little gold
left in this country. We are a debtor

nation and our ieop'e and corporations
are heavily in debt to the people in England and the interest on what we owe
them amounts to annually about $2'0,- 000,000, payable in gold. They demand
gold. The contracts call for it in gold.
To pay this we have a balance due us in
trade with Europe of about !f 100,000,000.
That leaves $ 150,000,000 still left to pay
them. How do we pay it? We produce
aluna $ 10,000,000 in gold yearly. We
give them that. This leaves about
still due them. How do we pay
it? Out of our reserve stock of gold.
With them getting all our money represented by the balance due us on exports
and all our annual production of gold
and $100,000,000 annually from our reserve stock of gold, bow long is our reserve stock of gold to last? How are we
to replenish it? There is only one way.
That is to borrow it from those who have
it, and that means England. And that
is what we are doing. That means more
interest, more gold annually to lie paid
to England.
Where will it end? It
means the "dismal swamp" and "hell's
half acre" beyond. This is what having
A
a gold standard means.
primary
$100-000,0-

2
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The Albuquerque Fair.
money without the elasticity that two cotton, and other products. When we
From now till September, Albuquer
metals give. The rich man's money. A have put silver in competition with gold,
money that is easily cornered. That the premium cannot possibly be that que will deluge the territory with ap
can be physically cornered ; cornered in much. If, when our mints are open to peals of support for her fair. Every
this room all of it all there is in the silver, gold is held at 25 per cent, pre town and village and county will be begworld. A dollar from it is the size of a mium, it will mean that we have taken ged, entreated, exhorted, scolded, to
drop of water, so small that by act of 75 per cent, of the present premium come to the aid of Albuquerque and
congress of Sept. 26, 1889, its further out of it as it now takes the silver in two make the fair a financial success for the
It benefit of Albuquerque's pocket: but
coinage has been prohibited. We now silver dollars to buy one of them.
have a unit of value so small as to be will then only take one and a quarter of when a citizen of another town apimpractical for use. That cannot be our silver dollars to buy one gold dollar proaches your people with a business
coined into money the size of a poor and it will take less of any of our other proposition, which is to be accepted or
man's transaction. This is not now a property to buy gold than it does now. rejected on business principles alone,
It is foolish to say that when silver is in you rise up, almost as one man, and depoor man's government.
How are we to pay these debts to Eng- competition with gold that gold will cost mand that he be kicked out, because he
land? Repudiate them? No! Robber's no more. As in the former illustration is not a citizen of your own burg, and all
dollars as they are, let us pay them. Re- as well say that beef will go higher by your favors should be kept at home.
sult of a conspiracy played on us while putting pork and mutton in competition You are the people who should be
we slept, yet let us pay them. But how with it. As we get these gold debts ashamed of yourselves, and The Optic
are we to pay these debts to England? paid off we will be more independent. takes pleasure in telling you so. Las
It is this way: Restore silver, put it in We can show gold that we do not de Vegas Optic.
competition with gold on a legal ratio of pend on it for money. It will then be
S. A. Alexander and F. M. Galloway
16 to 1. Repeal all laws allowing a disour slave. . It is now otir tryant. It will
crimination between the two metals; then come back and beg us to take it as had a sample of ore assayed from the
stop gold notes from being taken. Put in 1873 when it one of these gold dol face of the tunnel on the Elnora mine
silver in competition with gold as quick lars was worth 2 cents less than a sil in the Tulloch district last week. It
as possible. Where gold contracts do not ver dollar. The more importance we ran $151.60 in gold. The face of the
by 6 feet, and the sample
exist silver will go at once into competí place on it, the more we have to pay for tunnel is 5
from
was
taken
the entire face. This is
tion with gold and this will take some of it; the less importance we attach to it
better
than
the ore wasexpected to
really
for
to
will
less
give
we
have
it.
tne demand ott of gold. To that extent the
run, and the result was very satisfactory
it will lower the value of gold. The ex
A private letter from military sources to the owners of the mine. They went
tra demand for silver will raise its value,
says the war department will make a out to the mine last Thursday to
fvverytning win advance in value at number of
changes as soon as the appro- make a shipment of the ore.
once. The Tribune admits that. As silpriation for the new fiscal year becomes
Mrs. W. L. Jackson and Miss M. R.
ver advances the silver England is now
available on July 1. It is hinted that Koehler were appointed members of the
buying from us to ship to India ($15,000-00Fort Marcy will be occupied after July board for examination of teachers in this
last year) to buy wheat and cotton
15, and among other prospective changes
county ,by Judge Bantz last week. Mrs.
will cost her more. India wheat and
four troops of the 7th cavalry, now at Jackson was reappointed and Miss
cotton that she buys with silver will cost
Reno and San Antonio, will exchange Koehler was appointed in place of John
her that much more. A farmer in India
places with four troops of the 2d cavalry
J. Bell, resigned. These ladies, with the
wants an ounce of silver for a bushel of
now at Fort Wingate. New Mexican. ,
county superintendent of schools, who
wheat. At free coinage that ounce of
S. B. Gillett came down from Albu isexoflicio a member of the examsilver is $1.29. That means that if Ene
querque last Wednesday to attend to
land pays $1.29 for an ounce of silver orne business which he had before the ining board, will examine the appliwheat from India will cost her $1.29 per court here. Mr. Gillett is now with the cants for teachers' certificates in this
count v.
bushel. Then she will pay us $1.29 per law firm of Warren & Fergusson.
bushel for our wheat. She now buys
silver from us at 65 cents per ounce and
buys wheat and cotton with it in India,
and we must compete .with that price.
Proprietor of the
When our silver advances and the price
of all our products advances and wheat
and cotton goes back to their old price
we will 1 more able to pay our debts.
Our balance in trade will be $200,000,000
m m
instead of $100,000,000 and this will only
leave us $50,000,000 to pay the balance
we owe England annually.
The only way to pay England is to advance prices permanently, not spasmodically, as is now leing done on a few articles. We are now getting drunk on
Will constantly keep on hand the choicest
more money borrowed from England.
Fifty million dollars on railroad bonds
last week. The relapse will be worse
than the last attack. But they say gold
will leave us, and will go out of sight
in
and how are we to get it to pay our gold
debts? We aro now paying 100 per cent, Also a full line of FRUIT.
We solicit your patronage
premium for it with our silver and about
the same premiun on it in our wheat,
BULLA RD ST., SILVER CITY, N. M.
0

B. T.

LINK,

PEOPLE'S

EAT

Market

Beef, Pork and Mutton.
Oysters, Fish and Game

Season.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST.
Newsy Notes of Happenings
Local.
A

Purely

Orlnt oí Hcudiihle PiiriiRriiplis Which
Should Not be Overlooked
By Our Header.

There was a dance at Morrill hall last
Friday evening.

II. E. Muse has resigned his position
as guard at the county jail.
The attendance at court this term is
lighter than it has leen for a number of
terms.
The city marshal will commence to
impound cattle running at large in the
city limits on the first of next month.
Cyril Byrne has gone into partnership
with S. AV. Burdick in the Broadway
Cafe. They are doing a fine business.
The corner stone of the new Masonic
hall at Albuquerque will lie laid with
appropriate ceremonies on the 8th of
June.
The normal school will close next
week after a most successful year's work
The normal school is an institution of
which Silver City may well feel proud
A large shipment of cattle was made
this week from the ranges in the north
western part of this county. Most of the
stork came from the vicinity of Carlisle
and Pine ciénega.
A party of bicyclists went down to
Munson's ranch last Sunday on bicycles
and returned on the train in the afternoon. Mrs. Norton had an adventure
with a wire fence in which the fence
came out liest.
A shipment of about 900 head of cattle
was made from this place last week.
Most of the stock in the shipment be
longed to George D. Jones and Baylor
Shannon, though there were several
other brands in the lot.
The new Masonic temple at Las Vegas,
the first to be erected in New Mexico,
will be dedicated on the 24th of next
month. Grand Master Kelly has ap
pointed Max Frost to act in his stead at
the dedication of the temple.
A depth of about 100 feet lias been
reached in the well being dug at Mun
son s. Tiic rusiiing oi an underground
stream of water can lie heard very plainly and it is expected that it will not le
long before water will 1 struck.
The entertainment which was given at
Morrill hall last Thursday evening for
the benefit of the Episcopal church was
successful in every particular. The audience was a large and appreciative one
and the program was excellent. The
singing by Prof. Sel by and Miss Maude
Kunckcv was a feature of the evening.

MAY

2,

1895.

Fell In n Well.

Wm, Woods, a resident of Pinos Altos,
fell into an old well near the old Electric Light works last Saturday night.
Few people of this city were aware of
the fact that there is a well between the
railroad track and the building now used
as a hide house. The well has lieen
gradually filling up for some years, every
flood which comes down filling it up a
little. Last Saturday night Woods was
driving in that part of town and, being
unacquainted with the fact that there
was an uncovered well in the vicinity,
drove his buggy into the well. Woods
was thrown out and fell to the bottom of
the well which is some 20 or 25 feet
from the surface. He was found Sun
day morning by E. L. Gulden and pulled
out apparently but little the worse for
his adventure. That some very serious
accident has not happened at this old
well is a matter of no little surprise.
It has Ikhui open for a long time and
there is nothing to warn one that a well
is there.
There is absolutely nothing to prevent
one from walking into the well after
dark and pedestrians frequently cross
that part of the flat at night. The well
should lie filled up or protected in some
way so that an accident like the one
which happened last Saturday night
may not occur again.
Dr. Drummond's Lightning
Remedy for Rheumatism has received
the unqualified endorsement of the med
ical faculty, as being a safe and remark
ablv ellicient preparation. Its work is
so speedy and miraculous that benefit is
felt from the first dose. A treatment
consists of two bottles, and lasts a montl
Price $5 ; sent by express on receipt of
price, with full special insructions. One
treatment will cure anv ordinary ease.
Prummond Medicine Co., 48 Maiden
Lane, New York. Agents Wanted.
The examination of applicants for admission to the bar at this term of court
was more thorough than examinations
for admission to the bar have leen
in this district heretofore. Hereafter it
will be necessary for applicants for admission to the bar to know some law.

3
Accidentally Killed.

Last Wednesday Poole Cureton was
accidentally killed while engaged in
rounding up cattle at Redding's ranch
at Hanover. Some of the cattlemen in
that part of the county were gathering
cattle for shipment and young Cureton,
who was the son of J. C. Cureton, who
has a ranch near the Mimbres mill, was
assisting.
The horse which he was riding missed
his footing and fell with the loy under
him, killing him almost instantly. Mr.
Cureton was serving as a member of
the grand jury at the time of the acci
dent, but left immediately on receipt of
the news of the death of his son.
The Iwy was about thirteen years of
age and an only child.
.
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SHAKE!
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IT

up to our eyes making ICE
CONFECTIONERY. Fresh Candy
every day and Ice Cream
all the time. Call and see
us. Next door to the exCREAM and

press office.
C. C.

WHITEHILL.

Fargo's $2.50
hi:

The Silver City base ball U'am went
over to Central last Sunday to wipe up
the earth with the Central fellows, but
the Silver City Imys failed to perform
what they had calculated upon. The
score was 13 to 20 in favor of the Cen
tral nine. Our club succeeded in maintaining its reputation of letting the other
fellows beat the game.
George Sergeant has been missing for
about a week and considerable concern
is felt for his safety. He was at Hanover and signified his intention of going
to Mogollón, but as no tidings have Wen
C. H. FARGO
had of him for a week, it is feared that
he has been foully dealt with. He has For Sale by
been employed in this section for some
time as a teamster.

TMKHMK.

...Shoes...
CO.

&
0

r.

MARKET

T. CHICAGO

C.C.Shoemaker.
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Ed. Lane, one of the jolliest cowboys
in the county, was in the city last week.
Dress coods at prices to suit the times
The latest styles of straw hats just reMention of People You Do and Do
ceived at the Bank Building Bazaar.
at the Bank Building Bazaar.
Not Know.
Miss Gertrude Scott will soon go out
Rev. Edward S. Cross is in the Mogol
lón country holding services.
to the mouth of the Mangas to teach
Other Intereftting Matter Which Can lie
Head With Troflt ny All Our
Mrs. E. A. Shannon went down to school.
TowiiHpeople.
Call at the Bank Building Bazaar and
Munson's ranch last Saturday.
goods and prices. It is to your
examine
Sam Sloan is in the city this week
interest to do this. .
M. Cravens was in last week.
from hia ranch on Blue Creek.
G. W. Vera, more familiarly known
I. Brown was down to Domine last Con Whitehill keens fine, fresh candv.
as "Coal Oil Johnny" was in the city
Next door to the express ollice.
Sunday.
last week.
Horace Hooker, one of the Gila valley
Fresh candies every day at Martin
Bring your job work to The Eaoi.e ofMalier's.
stockmen, was in town last week.
fice. It will be done neatly, promptly and
D. Dennett was over from Central last
Ice cream every day at Con Whitehill's. at reasonable rates.
next door to the express ollice.
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. O. J. Cornell were

PERSONAL

PALAVER.

James Head was among the cattlemen
who were in town last week.

Robert Evans has so far recovered as
Seo the Cook Stoves and Ranges at
Robinson's.
to be able to be out on the streets.
Ed. Elrage was in from the Mangas
Gasoline stoves. Ice cream freezers and
Poultry nettings at Robinson's.
last week.
Judge Seaman Field was up from
Henry Miller was in from the Gila
last week in attendance at court.
last week
Buy your furnishing eoods cheat) for
Tom Stockton was in from the Gila
cash at the Bank Building Bazaar.
last week.
J. D. Lincoln was down from Pinos
Lem Childers paid Silver City a visit
Altos in attendence at court last week.
last week.
Mrs. J. A. Wolford was in the city
Arthur Clark was here from the Gila
from Lone mountain last Wednesday.
last week.
Gaton Petty has been here for severIce cold soda at Bishop's Postoffice
al days from Doming on legal business.
jMiiponum.
Thomas Lyons came in from the
Dr. Hollingsworth was up from Dem
ing last week.
While house last week to attend court.
M. W. McGrath came over from
Best Kansas patent flour for sale at
JMartin Maher a.
Lordsburg last Friday on legal business.
John Wilson made a visit to the eo'in
Have you seen the sateens at ten cents
a yard at the Ten Cent Store? If not
ty seat last week.
call and see thenj.
AV. A. Lucas was over from Fort Bay
ard last Saturday.
John Burnside came up from Deming
week to look in on the court.
this
Ladies' Oxford ties liist received at
the Ten Cent Store.
Canary and Mocking bird cages the
only complete line in the city at RobinJ. Rutherford was in from the Gila
son's.
few days last week.
M. D. Roberts, of Sopar, was here last
John Head was down from Pinos
week, having been summoned on the
Altos last Monday.
Piano for sale. Price $125. Inquire
on clothing have been marked
at Tub Eagle ollice.
down to bed rock at the Bank Building
Calvin Culbertson was in from the II. iiazaar.
W. ranch last week.
Pinito Pino is among the familiar
Elegant Sunday dinners are served at figures at the court house this term of
the Broadway Cafe.
court.
C. F. Grayson went down to Brock-man- 's
No Chinese help employed at the
ranch last week.
Broadway Cafe. It is first class in all its
Lige Connors was in from Carlisle last appointments.
.

week on court business.

Don't read xour neighlior'B paper but
subscribe for The Eagle.
Mike Downes was here last week with
some cattle for shipment.
J. A. Mahoney was up from Deming
last week on court business.
Joe Kelly was up from Deming last
week in attendence at court.
Stylish summer goods cheap for cash
at the Bank Building Bazaar.
Col. J. P. McGrorty was here from
Deming last week as a witness in some
cases from Deming.

All goods are leing sold on very small
margins by Aaron Schutz at the Bank
Building Bazaar.

Joiix Bhockman, Pres.

here last week from Fort Bayard on
legal business.
Take dinner at the Broadway Cafe
next Sunday. The tables arc supplied
with the best in the market.
Frank Harper was here last week
from his ranch near the mouth of the
Mangas.

0. C. Ilinman has the sole agency for
this section for the America Refrigerator,
the best made. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Mrs. M. A. Fielder and Mrs. W. L.
Thompson came in from the Mimbres
last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Fleishman of
Doming, are the guests of Mrs. George
Selby of this city.
Thomas Hall returned last week from
a trip to Kansas where he had been with
a shipment ot cattle.
Spring and summer clothing at the
Rank Building Iiazaar at prices that will
suit. Call and examine. It will pay you.
Mrs. J. P. Byron, wife of Postmaster
Byron, of Doming, and her sister, Mrs.
B". E. Meredith, were here last week.
John llackoy, who has lieen to Texas
on a combined business and pleasure
trip, returned last week. He says that
cattle are being shipped out of the state
in large numliers.

Broadway Hotel.
NEWLY REFITTED and FURNISHED THROUGHOUT.
Siitnple room In connection with the Hotel.
Feo Has Ui mul from Trains.

A.

ABRAHAM,
Proprietor.
Rmadwtiy.Sllvpr City, N.

Thos. F. Conway, Vice Pres.

M.

J. W. Caiitku, Cashier.

3539.

The Silver City National Bank
SILVER CITY, N. M.
CAPITAL $50,000.
Advance

DEPOSITS

SURPLUS $14,000.

.

made on Gold and Silvcv Bullion.

SOLICITED.

EXCHANGE

FOR SALE.
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THE DISTRICT COURT.

should be held to answer for a capital or find an indictment against him. You
otherwise infamous crime unless on a are not expected to hear or examine in
The Term Will be Short on Account presentment or indictment of a grand detail all of the evidence which might
jury; and similar provisions are to be be produced in regard to the charge; it
of Lack of Money.
found in many of the state constitutions. will be sufficient if you examine just so
Costly experiences of the past, graved much testimony as will convince you in
Jury TrinlH Were Commenced Lant
deep on the pages of English history regard to the accusation, and as to the
ami the Court Is Keeping
taught our fathers the value of a clear and result which might be expected on the
the Juries Huny.
positive provision securing to the citi- same testimony before a petit jury. If
Three special venires were required zen as the prerequisite to a serious crim- you do not believe the accused to bo
last week to complete the grand and inal charge, that it should first be en- guilty, under the evidence, or if yon do
petit jury panels, and while these were dorsed by the judgment of a grand jury, not believe that the evidence before you,
being served the judge improved the a respectable number of men, summoned even if unexplained and uncontratime by hearing motions and setting from the body of the community and in dicted, would be sufficient to warrant
cases for trial.
a great measure free from the influences the petit jury in convicting the accused,
The following are the memlters of the of passion, or prejudice, or official power. then you should refuse to find an indictgrand jury at the present term : A. G.
The grand jury system is worthy of ment. But you are not called upon to
Hood, foreman ; John C. Berry, clerk; public esteem, but the manner in which indulge in fanciful conjectures as to
W. R. Hutchinson, John Walters, B. H. it is sometimes perverted and misused possible explanations which the accused
Lyster, J. P. Onstat, Z. Telles, Charles is the fault which lias really been the may have ; when the sworn testimony
Bruner, M. Torres, J. S. Kemp, II. W. source of complaints, and these arc before you shows the guilt of the accused
Young, Eli Tena, A. ' H. Newberry, chiefly :
sufficiently, as already stated, it will bo
Charles May, Geo. Washington, J. P.
First The disclosures of grand jury your duty to return an indictment. You
Simmons, G. W. M. Carvil, Louis Abra- secrets, and
are not bound to hear testimony for the
ham, Frank C. Bell, George D. Jones
Second The over-hastor on the accused, but if you have reason to beand C. F. W. Sclimidle. J. C. Cureton other hand, too minute investigation lieve that other testimony is within your
was excused on receipt of the news of of charges of crime.
reach which would explain away the
the death of his son and C. F. W.
The law prescribes severe penalties for charge, yon should require such evidence
Sclimidle was summoned to serve in his the disclosure of transactions happening to bo brought before you ; in other words
you are not bound to hunt for or look up
stead.
in the grand jury room, and it is incum
The following are the petit jurors: W. bent upon every grand juror to keep testimony for the accused, or to examine
II. Purkce, A. E. Moore, W. J. Hose, them secret, and he should also keep se- with minuteness nnd indetail the wholeof
J. Gales, John W. Gill, II. II. Fleish-nie- cret whatever he or .any other grand the testimony which might be presented
C. Tara, B. F. Allison, J. E. Fos- juror may have said, and in what man
in relation to the crime, yet if you know
ter, O. L. Scott, T. E. Brown, Frank ner he or any other grand juror may of testimony which will show the acMiller, W. S. Famsworth, E. A. Bran-ni- have voted, and in what manner anv cused to le innocent, it will be your duty
I'. B. Lady, Robert Swan, George witness may have testified, and as to the to hear it, and it may lie you will thus
Willams, W. li. Williams, T. S. Robin- particular charges under investigation. save the county the expense of an inson, Henry Rosenberg, Rees Herndon, When information as to these matters dictment and a trial, and the accused
Joseph Aronheim, N. Grenfelt and Rob- is carried to persons outside of the grand from the disgrace of a criminal accusaert AVorthen.
jury room, it often follows as a result tion. When the preliminary hearing
The charge of Judge Bantz to the that improper and vicious influences are has been had at which the testimony
grand jury was as follows :
brought to liear upon the individual has been taken down by a stenographer,
Gentlemen of the Grand Jury:
memlters of the grand jury, to prevent the transcribed notes lieing duly authen-icatemay be considered by your body,
The law has confided to your body the or to induce the finding of indictments,
high and delicate trust of inquiring into and thus the very fountain of criminal without incurring the expense of the
all public offenses committed ortriablein justice is polluted. The secret session personal attendance of the witnesses,
this county, in order that those ' who of the grand jury was intended to secure unless you desire further testimony.
Your concern is with public offenses,
have committed crime may be indicted perfect freedom to its members in the
and brought to trial.
exercise of the high and delicate delilicr-ativ- e and it will le your duty to guard against
The grand jury system has often lieen
trust: it was also intended to pro- Incoming an agency in mere civil, or
the subject of ill judged and intemperate tect the citizen from the injury to his private, or political strife, as there is too
criticism. The system is not the pro- reputation which the fact of a grand often a disposition to press upon grand
duction of the shallow experience of a jury investigation might involve, if jurors the consideration of such matters,
few meiijOr of a. short period of time,but known ; and also to prevent the escape and to bring to bear in them the instruit is a system which lias grown from the of those who may be accused of crime. mentalities of the criminal law. If
experienceof centuries. Mr. Blackstone
In the investigation of charges, wheth- crimes have been committed they arc
mentions as one of the tyrannies of er made by a member of your lody or proper subjects for your consideration,
Henry VII, that informations were em- any other citizen, the testimony must be but do not lend a too willing ear to the
ployed instead of indictments by grand given k'fore you under oath, by wit- voice of personal animosity. In all your
juries. Fvery one must recognize that nesses who can testiliy of their own delilierations, there is no better guide to
the M)ver to initiate criminal prosecu- knowledge and not mere rumor or hear- your duty than the oath which you have
tions must reside somewhere. When say ; your foreman has power to adminis- just taken, "present no person through
the power has been confided to a single ter oat hs for this purpose. After you have nialice.hatred or ill will ; or have any
through fear, favor, or affecpresenting ollicer, it has been found to heard the evidence, if you lielicve
for
any reward or promise or
tion,
or
be often times an 'instrument of gross that, unexplained and uncontradicted,
; but in all your presenthope
thereof
of
would
a
conviction
warrant
sometimes
instrument
it
an
and
injustice,
before
accused
a
petit ments or indictments you will present
of oppression. Recognizing these evils, of the
one of the first amendments to the con- jury, and if, moreover, you believe the truih, the whole truth and nothing
stitution of the United States declared from such testimony the accused to lie but the truth, according to the k-s- t of
that with certain exceptions, no crson guilty of the offense, then yon should vour skill and understandinir." This
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being done no just man can complain of the witnesses are correctly written on present and doing labor in the saloon at
the grand jury system as you have used the back of each indictment. You the time the offense was alleged to have
should select one of your numlter who is been committed. Under the law of
the power, and as it should be used.
whom
you a rapid penman as secretary, so that a 1887 the case would have been a clear
You should present those
intend to accuse by indictment, and in reasonably full memorandum of the tes- one, but the amendment to the law reno other way. It will therefore be im- timony of each witness examined before pealed that part of the law of 1887 which
proper to reflect upon any citizen in the you may be preserved for the assistance made the mere keeping open of a placo
form of a report. The accused can meet of the district attorney ; as these notes of business on Sunday a violation of the
charges contained in an indictment by of testimony, if full, are of great value Sunday law. Judge Bantz held that the
trial in open court, but he has no right to him in preparation of indictments performing of any labor on Sunday
to demand trial on a mere report. When and the trial of the cases afterwards. which is not a labor of necessity, of charIn issuing subptenas include as many ity, or of mercy is a violation of the Sungrand juries act within the line of their
jurisdiction, the law springing from a names in one subptena as may be sum day law. The fact that Mr. Klausman
sound public policy, extends the most moned from the same locality, so that caused his saloon to be kept open did
ample immunity to them from civil or unncessary costs may lie saved, as we not constitute a violation of the Sunday
criminal liabilities, and their communi- must carry through the business of this law, but that, in order for the territory
cations are private. Beyond this is not term at the lowest possible expense ; and to make a case, it would be necessary
sanctioned by any enlightened system of for the reason that the court fund which to prove that the defendant was present
jurisprudence. No man can be held up is at our disposal is very small you are and that lie actually performed work
to public suspicion by charges of a grand requested to employ especial diligence, not a labor of necessity, of charity, or of
jury, otherwise than by an indictment. considering matters of importance rather mercy. The performance of labor by
You should first examine into the ac- than trivial violations, as it may be that those in his employ did not make tho
cusations against all persons confined in an early adjournment of the grand jury defendant guilty of the crime as charged
the jail and unindicted ; then into those may become necessary.
for tho reason that a crime could not bo
The first jury trial was in the case of committed by proxy. The jury was inwhere the persons accused are out on
bond, and lastly into such other cases as Willam Walker vs. the Manchester Fire structed to render a verdict of not guilty.
may be brought before you. You need Assurance Co., in which Walker sought
The next case tried was that of tho
not go back of the last term of court, for to recover judgement from the insurance territory
against Cipriano Lucero.
the presumption is that all those matters company in the amount of the policy on Lucero was charged with the crime of
were fully considered bv the former his mill at Pinos Altos, which was de- discharging a pistol within the limits of
grand jurors, but you arc not prohibited stroyed by fire some time ago. The trial a settlement, the offense having lieen
from examining into accusations of was commenced Wednesday afternoon committed at Pinos Altos on the 26th of
crime committed before the last term, and closed on Friday morning. Walk- December, 189.5. The trial took most of
it you so desire, unless the otTense is er secured a verdict for the amount the afternoon last Friday and the jury
barred by the statute of limitation, which claimed.
brought in a verdict of guilty.
is ten years for murder, six years for
A jury was called in tho case of the
A case was tried on Friday which is of
maii8laugter, three years for other fel considerable interest, in that it brought territory against J. A. Flores, charged
onies, and two years misdemeanors.
up a point in the Sunday law which lias vvilh horse stealing, on Friday afternoon.
The statute also directs me to call never been brought up in this county
The defendant disclaimed any intention
your attention specifically to the follow
The case was that of the terri- of stealing tho horse and claimed that
ing :
tory against Charles Klausnian for vio- he simply borrowed it. The point as to
You should examine into the con lation of the Sunday law in keeping his whether the defendant was entitled to
dition
of
of saloon in Pcming
the
management
oien on Sunday. It free process for witnesses in bis behalf
thef public
prison;
and if there was proven by the territory that the sa- was argued but the court held, as herebe asy, into the willful and cor- loon was kept ojien on Sunday, but it. tofore, that, while the law provides that
rupt misconduct in oilice of public was not shown that Mr. Klausman was defendants are entitled to compulsory
officers of every decription in the county ;
the violations of the laws against gaming,
the laws against deseciation of the Sabbath, the law against carrying or flourish
ing deadly weaons, and the law pro5
hibiting public officers from buying, dealing in or speculating in county, district
or municipal warrants or certificates.
Office at rdMoflice
The indictments, which state the accusations in legal phraseology, will be SILVER CITY
NEW MEXICO.
prepared by the district attorney, who
ONLY THE BEST COMPANIES IlEPKESENTED.
will give you advice and assistance from
time to time as you may desire it. Your
Synopsis of Statements January 1st 1895.
foreman will endorse each indictment
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process, that does not mean free process.
The attorneys for the defendant stated
that they would make the necessary
pauper's affidavit so that in case a
conviction should he had, the point
could be brought up in the supreme court,

pistol within the limits

of
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a settlement.

Decrees of divorce were granted in the
cases of AVallace vs. Wallace and Miller

7

people

vs. Miller.
Territory vs. James M. Collier, indit- nicnt quashed.
but the jury acquited ,the defendant
Territory vs. Thos. Lyons et al.nolled.
so that there was no necessity for the
Territory vs. D. M. Potter, nolled.
attendance of other witnesses.
Marshal Cantley has gone to Texas on
On Monday morning the grand jury
brought in somo indictments and the a short trip.
prisoners were brought up and arraigned.
Whitsunday ; or Pentecost, the next in
BEEN
Henry LeBou, who was indicted for lar- rank, after Easter and Christmas, of
ceny, plead guilty and was sentenced by the great festivals of the Christian
the court to serve six months in the church, will be appropriately celebrated
county jail. Lelkm is not a bright at the Episcopal church, Rev. Edward
young man and the judge considered S. Cross, Rector, next Sunday. All are
are those who have failed
that the best thing to do in the circum cordially invited.
to deal at
stances was to give him the lightest pos
There are a number of insane prison
sible penalty. The Petty cases, of which ers in the county jail who ought to bo in
BAXTER BISHOP'S
there were several, followed and occu the insane asylum at Las Vegas. Grant
POSTOFFICE
pied the attention of the court.
county has its full quota of insane in the
These were cases in attachment and it territorial asylum now and no more inNEWS EMPORIUM.
was sought by the defendant, Gaton Pet
be
unless
taken
there
can
persons
sane
Call and examine our
ty, to break the attachment. The first the county bears all of the expense of
case occupied nearly all day Monday and their maintenance. This state of af- new stock of Fine Confecine reauu was mat tne attachment was fairs ought not to continue.
tionery, Fruits, Nuts, Cinot sustained. This virtually disposes
It looks now as though southwestern gars and Tobacco, Stationot all ot the attachment cases against
New Mexico would be a paradise for
ery, Notions, etc.
Petty.
hunters next fall. Reports indicate
the following cases have been continthat there will be more than the usual
ued: All of the cases in which Judge
The Silver City
number of quail and wild turkey, and
liantz was attorney, including all of the
will
little
for
game
have
large
hunters
cases now in court brought by the re
difficulty in finding bear and deer.
ceiver of the first National banks of Sil
Over half of the court fund has been
ver City and Deming. Tomas Gonzales
Drives in DRY GOODS and
expended
since the beginning of this
vs. N. Grayson & Co., Oak Grove Land
CLOTHING!
of running
and Cattle Co., vs. A., T. & S. F. It. R term last week. The excuse
Special Bargains in LADIES',
Co., II. M. Brock vs. N. Henderson the court is about $150 a day, but this GENTS' and CHILDREN'S
Baker & Clark vs. Theo. Van Wagener, will be materially reduced when the SHOES.
L. G. Morris vs. A. 0. Bailey, Harry grand jury adjourns.
Also a full line of GLASSReports from different parts of the
Bootli vs. Mrs. J. M. Lynch,, Blac- kWARE and CROCKERY.
Scott Lumber Co., vs. Hastings Lumlx1 county tend to show that there will
We sell everything CHEAP
Co., J. S. Hundley vs. Luz Madrid ct al., more than an average crop of fruit in FOR CASH.
Martha Keiser vs. C. II. Dane et al., A. the county this year. In some localiBROS.
B. Cowen et al., vs. J. P. Casey et ux., ties there will be very little, while in
T. Rivcrall vs. Mrs. A. E. Parker, others there will be a large yield.
NO FUN ABOUT IT
Thomas F. Regg vs. Lydia J. Cad well,
There are now nineteen prisoners conT. J. Chirk vs. Henry Miller. G. Worm-se- r fined in the county jail, one of whom is
& Co. vs. C. W. Lewis & Sons.
under sentence to the penitentiary. It
E.
Judgments were obtained in the fol- ia expected that this number will 1m?
BOOT AND SHOEMAKER,
lowing cases: Bank of Ispwich vs. R. materially reduced Wfore the end of this
II. Theilman, judgment for $2.'M. 6:1, J. term of court.
I promise you faithfully. In the long run,
yousliiill savfi lialf your money, by ImviiiR
R. Johnson vs. W. H. Kane, judgment
Mrs. J. U. Ross has been appointed
and promptly done to suit
nildicit for $84.10, Cornell vs. Velarde, administratrix of the estate of J. U. Ross your work neatly
yourself, at E. ItOSENHEUO'S
judgment against plaintiff in the deceased.
Sliver City. N. M.
amount of property taken and $09 damages, Win. Walker vs. Manchester Fire
Assurance Co., judgment for
The
The following cases have lxen dismissed: E. L. Foster, receiver, vs. II.
L. Pickett et al., E. L. Foster vs. II. L.
Pickett, II. Trewartha vs. Win. Walker.
Keayes & Herndon vs. Jacob Kendall,
Tillie Stephens vs. Harry Stephens,
Al.liVQUERQUK, Ar. .V.,
John II. Cooper and Thomas Ewing vs.
EL PASO, TKXAft,
20S Rnihtmd Aremie.
119 San Fianciseo St.
Charles Schaffner
Charles Woodcock.
vs. Lettie B. Morrill.
Sell reliable goods on easy monthly payments.
On Monday morning Cipriano Lucero
Can refer to many families with whom they have dealt.
was sentenced to eight months in the
Tuning of Pianos in Grant county attended to.
Write them for catalogue of new stvle Pianox. Ti-hterritorial penitentiary for discharging a
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old ratio can be restored without im
pairing the obligation of contracts. Others believe that this government should
nx a time tor opening its mints to tree
Morning by
coinage of silver; and should in the

meantime investigate carefully the conditions which affect the values of the
Entered at the postofflce at Silver Olty,
N. M for transmission through the malls at metals.
But, in one form or the other, free
second class rates.
coinage of silver is the demand of the
Office on Yanklo Street betweon Texas and democracy.
The worst mistake the
Arizona Streets.
Cleveland administration has made has
Advertising Kates on Application.
lain in its reluctance to concede anything to the democratic feeling in favor
Subscription Rutes, Postage l'rttpniil:
Mr. Carlisle is repeating the
One year
$3.00 of silver.
.
. 1.00 mistake.
Six months
Three months

....

...

,50

which will be paid into the county treas-- '
ury in accordance with the provisions of
a law passed by the last legislature for
the benefit of the court and interest
funds, will help the county out of its
floating indebtedness to a very great degree. The money derived from delin
quent territorial taxes will come very
near paying up all of the overdue Inter
est coupons of the county and this will
be a very material help toward wiping
out the floating debt. The current ex
penses of the county are materially less
now than they have been for a number
years past and there seems to be no reason why the county can not be on a cash
basis before the end of this year.

CARLISLE'S POSITION.
Secretary Carlisle's recent speeches in
rr.Trrr.TTer
silver
the south show very conclusively that
:
Lead
3.10
Mr. Cleveland's secretary of the treasury
has completely changed his views on the
Within the past few days quite a numANOTHER CONVERT.
money question within the past few ber of troops have been sent into the
Until quite recently the St. Louis Re- years.
southwestern part of Arizona to look for
public has been one of the cuckoo papers
It will not le contended by any fair hostile Indians. Some of these troops
of the country and whenever Grover minded person that Mr. Carlisle has no
came a long distance and arrived there
pulled the string the Republic joined the right to change his views on the money
some time after the report that Indians
cuckoo chorus, but it will sing the click question, but such a radical change is
were out had been sent over the country.
00 song no more.
not usually brought about without good The troops from Fort Bayard were the
In commenting on Carlisle's Covington reasons. In Mr. Carlisle's case the reafirst on the ground as they have been in
speech last week the Republic predicts son must be perfectly apparent to all ob
all the Indian uprising in this part of
that the democratic party will declare serving men. Before the national dem.
the country for many years. The close
for free silver next year and admits that ocratic convention
at Chicago, Mr. Car proximity of Fort Bayard to the region
Cleveland has made a mistake in thepo' lisle was a most pronounced bimetallist
where the most of the Indian depredasition he has taken on the silver qiuw and it cannot be denied
tl.at the presi. tions have been committed for a number
tion. It says:
dential bee was buzzing in his Iwnnet of years past, is one of the Iwst arguGold is the existing standard of valne lie saw that, notwithstanding
the fact ments against the removal of the troops
,.
.. I !
I
ntlfl fit A flitrtmriMn I
t
tlmt the democrats of the country fa- - from that post. No other post is within
o Uhi
is in favor of silver money which will voreu the tree and unlimited coinage of so easy reach of the Indian country as
protect its own value and not bedepend- - silver as declared in the platform, the Bayard and there is no post in the south'
..,.1.1
nnt
i.iiv m.ii
Hie nHntiuitiiin
upwii iia
jn uK-i- . t,iuu uif biii;ii jiUHi as nomination went to Grover Cleveland, a west which has been called on oftener
tne government wlucli issues it may be most
pronounced gold man. He has within the past ten years to furnish
able to command.
seen
how
the president has carried his troops to light Indians.
Free coinage of gold and silver will be
the currency platform of the next demo- point against the wishes of a majority of
cratic national convention.
the democrats of the country and, al- Scahcki.v a day passes that there is
Gold is not abundant enough to be the
solo standard of value. It is more abund- though he is a man of brilliant mind, he not some prominent man who announces
ant than it was in 1850, but since that has liecome impressed with the great- that he is for the free and unlimited
time the European nations have piled ness of Grover Cleveland.
coinage of silver. The conversion of the
up public debts which compel them to
He undoubtedly expects to get the sup- masses to the silver side of the money
collect great sums of gold. Military and
naval expenses have multiplied so" that port of the gold bug democrats of the question is rapid and very satisfactory to
war treasures of gold are necessary. east on his record as secretary of the the advocates of the free coinage of silMunicipal debts all over the world have treasury and he imagines that the gold ver. Newspapers of great influence are
vastly increased. Fixed investments in bugs will again have a majority in the
changing to the side of bimetallism conrailroads and other enterprises have
loaded the stock and bond markets. Gold national convention. He wants to lie tinually and it is not too much to say
is too scarce to do all this work of fur- president and is willing to espouse the that before the time for the national
nishing war funds and debt reserves for cause of the gold bugs in order to get the conventions next year a majority of the
the world. Silver must be called in as nomination.
leading papers of the country will be in
money of full value and final redemption
Carlisle, when he was in congress, favor of the free and unlimited coinage
to aid in maintaining these currencies
and debts, or debt payment will sooner held very different views from what he of silver. Editors of great paors are
or later iM'come almost or quite impos now advances and free conmgc men all not slow to see the drift of puplic opinsihle.
over the country are comparing his ion, and after having convinced themThe democratic party will declare for
free silver coinage and will nominate for statements made in congress with those selves as to what the state of publicopiii-io- n
recently made in the south and it must
t he presidency a western man who
is, are not slow in getting on the
in free coinage.
le admitted that Mr. Carlisle is not popular side.
Mr. Carlisle may represent an element made to appear in a very desirable light
of his partv, but lie does not speak for
t he controlling element.
Tiikiir seems to Iks a lulj in the AgriWith the great liefore the people of the country. If he
majority of democrats the question is wants to be president he has taken the cultural college storm al Las Cruces. It
not Ixitween a gold standard and free wrong road to the White house.
would be well for the people down there
coinago of silver. That question they
to drop their little strifes and try to do
have settled. The only doubt in the
Tub money which will lie received by something toward building up the coldemocratic mind is whether the United
States, having abandoned in company the county from the bondsmen in the lege. There are none too many instituwith other nations bimetallic coinage, Berg and Whitehill cases will put the
tions of learning in this territory and
can safely restore the old ratio without
county on a comparatively easy financial those we have should be made as useful
the
of other nations. Some
democrats lielieve and all hope that, the basis. This with the delinquent taxes as possible.
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The big Atlantic liner, built for the
International Navigation company at
Cramp's shipyards in Philadelphia, left
the yards last Saturday for New York.
The steamer is the largest that ever
Bailed down the Delaware and is the
first ocean liner ever built in this country. The contract called for a speed of
twenty knots an hour, but it is expected
that the ship will easily do better than
this. She sails on her initial voyage
across the Atlantic next Wednesday
morning at 11 o'clock and it is expected
that she will prove to be the fastest
ocean liner afloat. The Cramps have
staked their reputation on the St. Louis
and it may le expected that the ocean
record will be broken this summer.

Yesterday was the thirty-fift- h
day of
the Chavez murder trial at Santa Fe.
This is one of the most celebrated, if not
the most celebrated, of the murder trials
in New Mexico. The murder was committed for political reasons and the testimony which has lieen brought out at
the trial shows that a deplorable state of
affairs existed at Santa Fe at the time of
the murder and there are reasons for
iH'lieving that there has lieen little improvement since that time. The evidence is not calculated to make the citi
zens of this territory proud of their del- egate to congress who has been shown
by the evidence to have been mixed np
in the affair too deeply to appear entirely innocent to the public.
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The numler of cattle in New Mexico
has been steadily decreasing for a number of years for the reason that the price
of cattle has been so low that there was
no profit in stock raising and cattle men
have been getting rid of their cattle as

The silver question is one of the most
important issues in Germany at the present time and it is by no means improbable that decisive action will be taken
by the German government within the
next few months on this subject. This
is believed to be nceespary in order to
ta.it as possible.
preserve the trade relations of GerTiik charge which Judge Bantz gave many with the rest of the world.
to the grand jury last week is well
Joseph C. Siblev is talking free coinworthy of perusal. It is a business
like document and the grand jury is age to the voters of Colorado and is
evedently following the directions laid meeting with rousing receptions where-eve- r
down by the judge. During the past
lie goes. The friends of the white
few years the tendency has been toward metal are becoming more and more con
the finding of fewer indictments by the vinced that he is the proper man for
grand juries and grand juries have been president next year. He is a free
less and less attention to petty age man from principle and not as a
matters which might more proerly le matter of policy. He will do to trust.
brought up before justices of the peace.
Uscar Y ii.uk, the (esthetic brother-m- The advance in the price of silver for law of Mrs. Frank Leslie, has been sen- a number of weeks past has been slow, tenced to two years, in prison in Eng-bit has been steady and the advance land. The case has excited a great deal
is quite a substantial one. Should the of interest lioth in this country and in
price continue to advance for the next England, but the details are too vile to
three months as rapidly as it has ad print.
vanced during the past three months
The Southwest Illustrated Magazine
there will be many more silver miners for the current month is a very interestat work in New Mexico than there are ing mitnlxT. It is handsomely illusnow at the end of that time.
trated, contains several important arti
coin-payi-

ut

cles and is a credit to rew Mexico
number of the residents of naiHm. It deserves a liberal support.
Mogollón and vicinity have been obliged
to go to Socorro to court during the preA facetious editor remarks that it
sent term of the district court there. In would take a Michigan stump puller to
order to get to Socorro from Mogollón it got an opinion on the silver question out
is necessary to go through this place of Tom Heed, the man from Maine. Ev- -'
The Enterprise complains that it was and make a journey of over 200 miles by dently Heed is saying nothing and saw-ra- il
from here. This is a strong argil-- 1 ing wood.
misquoted by The Eaoi.e last week in
that a comma was left out of its version ment in favor of the annexation of t lie
The natural resources of Grant county
of the order of the lxiard of county com- Mogollón country to this county.
are not surpassed by those of any county
missioners. In this the Enterprise is
in New Mexico. All we need in order to
wrong as nsMiil.
The quotation from
Carlisle ha", at last, become a full become the richest county in the terri- -'
the Enterprise was printed exactly as it fledged follower of John Sherman. All
tory is capital with which to develop our
apiteiired in that paper, punctuation and that is necessary for him to do now to
resources.
all with the exceptions that two mis become a good republican is to vote the
It is becoming more and more apparspelled words were changed so as to con- republican ticket at the next elecof democracy
form to the spelling recommended by tion, which he threatens to do if the dem- ent that the battle cry
next vear will lie "Siblev and Silver."
the late lamented Noah 'Webster. The ocratic party should adopt a free silver
FLEMING CATTLE CO.
Enterprise still tries to delude its read- platform next year.
ers into the lielief that the order covered
Range :
the railroad bonds when it had no referFleming and
Su.VEit literature is Ix'ing scattered
vicinity.
ence to them whatever.
over the country in an entirely satisfactory manner. The demand for silver
Postoflice :
The people of Albuquerque are mak- literature is steadily increasing and it
Silver City,
n: m.
ing strenuous efforts to make the terri- must lie noted that the increased detorial fair in that place a success next mand comes principally from the east.
fall. With the appropriation which was
made by the territorial legislature last
session for the lienefit of the irrigation
congress, the week ought to be a great
one for Albuquerque.
I desire to inform you that having purchased the stock, fixtures
etc. of Mr. J. A. Kenimis, Watchmaker and Jeweler, I will continue the
Cattle buyers are lieginning to lie im- husiness at the same place.
pressed with the fact that cattle are
A select line of WATCHES, JEWELRY ETC. Carried.
scarce in this territory as well as in
I make a SPECIALTY of FINE WATCH REPAIRING and will
other parts of the country. Huyera are appreciate a trial and will guarantee satisfaction.
rp....l.
y ' cry
in the country looking for stock to ship
inuy,
but they are not able to get anything
R.
near the number of cattle thev want.
j

YOUR

ATTENTION

PLEASE.

;

J.

HICKS.
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Kill Them.

Curd of Thmiks,
Words cannot express our feelings to
of the
county are complaining of the depreda- all the kind friends who offered to us
tions of a Binall,
bird which their services and their sympathies
is very destructive to fruit of all kinds. when the light of our life went out for-

Fruit growers in different parts
red-head-

These little birds keep up a constant
chirping and appear to be rapidly increasing in numbers. They bid fair to
become as troublesome as the English
sparrows are in the east.
A war of extermination should be commenced on them and that at once. If
all of the fruit growers of the county
would commence now and shoot these
birds on sight there would be few of
them left by the time the fruit crop
The work of putting the roof on the
residence belonging to C. F. Grayson is
getting along nicely. This was the
it
residence in the city before it was
partially destroyed by fire.
It may be expected that the rainy
season will commence in about six
weeks. From now until the beginning
of the rainy season occasional
light
showers may be looked for.
Gen. Sehofield paid Fort Bayard a visit
this week. This v'mit will perhaps have
some bearing on the question as to the
removal of the troops from Fort Bayard.
fin-ef-

It

is finito nrolmhlo

that, tliio

court will last until about the middle of
next week when court will have to adjourn on account of lack of funds.
The commissioner's bond of J. N. Upton was approved by Judge Bantz last
week and Mr. Upton is now a full fledged
commissioner once 'more.
Shipments of cattle from this place are
over for the present. About 2,000 head
have teen shipped from the stock yards
during the past week.
J. W. Fleming, territorial mine inspector, has returned from an official
trip through the northern part of the
territory.
The grand jury is nearly thiough its
labor for the present term of court and
will probably adjourn in a day or two.
Residents of Deming who were here
yesterday were reminded of home by the
sand which was flying in the air.
Cat tle are still dying in some parts of
the county, but on most of the ranges
they are gaining a little in flesh.
;
Quite a number of Deming people,
who have been in attendance nt court,
returned to Deming yesterday.
The boarders in the county jail have
been thinning out considerably since the
grand jury has been in session.
Mexicans are the defendants in most
of the criminal cases which have been
before the court this term.

ever.

John

C.

Cuke-ton- .

MliS. JlSTTIR ClIRETON.

P. Bach, of Mogollón, has sold his stock
of merchandise at Mogollón to Gillett &
Son, of this city.
George 0. Smith was in town this
week.
Dr. AV. T. Williams has gone to Mogollón.
J. P. Burns was here from Pinos Altos
this week.
Bella Caddis has been ill for several
days past.
Sheriff Bursum, of Socorro county,
was here this week.
N. A. Bolich, county treasurer, was
up from Denting last week.
DaveTulloeh was in town from his
ranch in the Burros last week.
County Superintendent
Link went
oui on the Mimbres this week.
M. Tondorf has been employed as one
of the guards in the county jail.
The city schools will close tomorrow
f Deration day.
in
F. J. Davidson was down from Pinos
Altos yesterday on court business.

Coin's Financial School
has made more converts to the silver cause than any other publication. We will send it free to any
one paying a year's subscription to
The Eagle in advance. Send $2
and get The Eaolk and this valuable book. Address

The Eagle,
Silver City, N. M.

"

Taken
m A BLACK HOUSE BRAND-I- S
cd on left shoulder and I O on left hip.
Right foro foot ami right hind foot white mid
wiilte strip on loft hind foot. Owner can Imvu
sumo by proving property and paying charges.
Lawkknuk Wilson,
Silver City N. M.. May M. im.
AN MAY

13.

H

rn

Harry Martin is in from Blue Creek.
He made a sliminnnt. nf rnttln Hiia a,.L- For rrxt A handsomely furnished
house of five rooms. Possession given
Stage Leaves Silver City For
after June 1. Apply to Mrs. Maud A.
Fielder.
Mogollón Every day Except SunSenator Price, manager of the Confidays at 8 a. m.
dence Mining Co., was in the city last
week.
Office at Wells Fargo & Co's ExYou can get a copy oi Coin's Finanpress Office.
cial School free by paying ayear'8 subscription to Tun Eaoi.k in advance.
Call at the office, leave your subscription and get a copy of the' greatest book
'The Greatest Railroad
on the silver question ever published.
.on Earth
Members of the Reliekah lodge of this
city and their friends will have a picnic
i Santa
Fe Route!
at Ernest's this week.
Coin's financial series is worth reading.
Teachers and others going to Nntlmml
"Coin's Financial School," "A Tale of
KiliicHtlonnl Association meeting
t.
Two Nations" or "Coin up to Date" may
Denver, In July, should remember
thill the Sunta K oilers as low rates
Iw obtained at Tus Eaoi.k office free by
as anybody else, with Water service.
paying a year's subscription to Tins
SM'clal Inducements to small or
Eaoi.k in advance. The books sell at 25
large part ies.
Through I'nllniiin Sleepers and free
cents each.
Ghalr Cars -- Chicago. St. Louis and
$100 For a Bottle.
Kansas City to Denver. One hundred
ml le siiimtI) view of Kocky Moan- Mrs. S. B. AVinship, 112 Washington
tains bet ween Pueblo and Denver.
St., Providence R. I., after using one
Privilege of attending Summer
School, Colorado Springs, on return
Iwttle of Drunimond'a Lightning Reme.
trip.
dy for Rheumatism, wrote to the Drtun-mon- d
excursions Into the, nioun- Medicine Co., 48 Maiden Lane,
tains after meeting is over.
Kor descriptive, pamphlets, address
New York, saying she would not take
.
One Hundred Dollars for the benefit
.1. II. Miiimif,
received. If you have anv form of Rheti- Agt. A., T. & S.
It. H., Silver City,
New Mexico.
niatism,
and wish to get rid . of it, send
- - il. - t
r i
i
flm"cine
,nn
Secretary Walter Q. Gresham died in f, 10 1
Most Picturesque
they will sendT"U
to your express address
.
,
.
...
ht,twiui.giuii
'.
Line to Colorado.
yemunmy, uner an illness two bottles of their remedy-eno- ugh
for
a month's treatment.
ui several wccks.
Agents Wanted
i

Mogollón Stage Line.

.

...

'

Low-rat-

e,

l.

4-

i-
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Railroads.

recent dispatch suggests that the
railroads of the silver reeion. from the
Northern to the Southern Pacific, are
behind the agitation for free silver. It
is hoped that they are. It certainly is
time that the owners of these roads were
alive to their own interests.
There are perhaps 30,000 miles of rail
road hetwecn the Missouri and the Pa
cilic which depend largely for their nros
perity upon the remonetization of silver.
lliese roads represent almost countless
millions of capital wholly held at the
east and in Europe, by men who have
been counted as goldbugs."
At first these owners of far western
roads deluded themselves with the
that the cessation of silver agitation
would help this region by restoring cred
it and confidence. More recently they
nave discovered that the loss of transportation consequent upon the closing of
the silver mines is very disastrous to
all the railroads throughout the western
half of the continent.
Directly and indirectly almost every
line of road west of the Missouri is affected by the revival or the depression
of silver mining. This region might
produce twice as much gold as it ever
did of silver and still the railroads would
be prostrated. Silver mining is the best
customer which railroad transportation
ever had. It produces an enormous
volume of business and the rates obtained are always high.
It is fortunate for the people of this
section that the chief sufferers by the
war upon silver are the eastern gold
men who own the stock and bonds of
our railroads.
These gold men are awaking to their
own interests and will rapidly come to
the rescue. Denver Times.
A

and copper ore Bnd moulding it in the
form of adobes which, when dry, they
put into the smeller. The rains of last
week interfered very seriously with the
making of the adolx-- for the smelter and
so it was closed down temporarily. It is
the intention of the managers to get a
brick machine which will so firmly press
the ore together that it will not be necessary to go through any drying process
before lieing put into the smelter. During the time that the smelter was in
oiH'ration a car load of copper matte was
made and it is exacted that fully a car
load of matte will be turned out every
week.

The Mimbres country was well represented here last week by residents of
that section who were up here to testify
iK'fore the grand jury.

2ít, 1895.
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The quail are so troublesome at Loma
SILVER'S CHAMPION.
Parda that the ranchers are compelled
to hire men to keep them from eating
THE
up all the bean crop. Rincón Weekly.
There was a hail storm in the eastern ROCKY MOUNTAIN
NEWS
part of this county last Thursday which
Established 18A0.
killed about thirty of N. Y. Ancheta's
goats. Hail stones fell of unusual size
over an area of a few hundred acres
TERMS OF SUBSRIPTION.
only.
(IN ADVANCE.)
S. S. Brannin was here last week setDAILY.
tling up his business affairs preparatory
One year, by mull
87,fio
to leaving for Montana. He will drive Six
a 75
months by mull
his stock to Montana where he expects Three montlis by mull
l.oo
One month by mull
to reside in the future.
05

ATALE
TWO
NATIONS.

he-li- ef

The Van Smelting Co., after a most
successful run of eight days, was obliged
to close down the smelter temporarily
hist week on account of the rainy weather. In order to get the 1km t results
they have been mixing concentrates

MAY

f

(m ea

v-ss-
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Sunduy edition, (10 pages.) year
Dully Editions Include the Sunday.

$3.50

'

WEEKLY.
One your, by mull, In advance
Sample copies of either edition on

:

...$1.00

The Nkws Is the only consistent champion
of silver In the west, and should be In every
home In the west, and In the hands of every
miner and business man In New Mexico.
Send In your suliscrlptlons at once.
All communications must be addressed to

News Printing Co., Denver, Colo.

E. E. GANDARA.
GOLD

A Tale of Two Nations
should be read by every

one who has read Coin's
Financial School.
The book can be obtained
free by any subscriber to
Tiik Eagle who pays a

year's subscription in ad
vance. It will open the
eyes of thousands who are
unacquainted with the par
ticulars concerning the.de-- i
monetization of silver.
Send in your subscript
tion today.

AND

SILVERSMITH.

Jewelry Made to Order Repairing
Neatly Done.
PRICES REDUCED.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Yankle St. Silver City. N.

L.

M.

J. SMITH,

General Repair Shop.
Guns and Revolvers
Promptly Repaired.

Bicycles,

Kates Reasonable.
Yankle St. Silver City, N.

PH1LOTOKEIM
li Woman'n Hala and fcteliabla Fileml. k llavn tomonthly
tod raelurra
prlrcl
paliil.curea nanrouaBM. and byatt-ilII a bullía.
Hold bydrumtlitaaaddaartialor
Fanv
health.
lilel mailed on application. If you can't Ral It from your druc-- t
lal,asud $1 to Ilia proprietor and ha III aend to yon pre-- p
I.I br aiprrap. Oliarlai F. Billar, Wboleaela Drue (III, U
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WEEKLY CROP REPORT.
General RiiIiir Have Fnllen nil Over the

Territory.
The past week has been very favorable
to the northern part of the territory,
where good rains and snows fell on the
15th and 16th, amounting to 1.76 inches
of rainfall at Ocate and about the same
at Raton. This was accompanied by
cool weather but no damage by frosts.
The snowfall melted in a few hours and
resulted in great benefit where it occurred. In the southern part of the territory the weather was quite threatening
and windy but little or no rainfall occurred. The northern part of the territory
is in first class condition, but the southern part needs rain badly for the stock
ranges. In some localities stock is getting thin on account of poor feed on
ranges.
As the week closes a heavy rainstorm
is in progress and telegraphic reports
received this morning, by courtesy of
the Postal Telegraph company, state
that the rain is general in the southern
part of the territory as well as in the
northern. It is a steady soaking rain
that will all be absorbed by the ground
and result in great benefit to the territory.
The following extracts from a few of
the reports received at this office will be
found of interest :
Albuquerque. Prof M. B. Gaines.
Trace of rain on the 15th and 18th.
High variable winds with distant thunder and threating weather but not rain
enough to do any good.
Ciruela. A. Hollenbeck. Thedrouth,
which was Incoming very severe, was
broken by the rains of the liith and 16th.
The weather has been somewhat cold the
past few days. Fruit doing fine and the
prospects are for a good yield.
Eddy.-Geo- rge
W.Lane. Ideal weather for growing crops. First cutting of
alfalfa in general progress and good
yield reported. Fruit trees and vines
are making a good growth.
Engle. G. II. Foley. Three very
light showers this week but not enough
rain to do much good.
Española. Jim Curry. Fruit and
crop conditions continue favorable. A
little rain distributed over the valley,
during the week, did much good.
In
the mountains adjacent, it has rained
every day, assuring plenty of water for
the acequias for some time to come.
First shipment of strawberries from
Española valley was made this week!
Farmington. J. G. Wil let t. Weather warm and still. Very dry but crops
of all kinds looking well.
Gallinas Springs. Jas. E. Whitmorc.
The dry winds have been bad for fruit.
The week has been cool most of the time.
The rain on 16th and 17th helped some
but we need more.

MAY
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Gila. Chas. H. Lyons. No rain yet
and range failing fast. Plenty of water
in the river for irrigation.
Los Alamos. Wm. Frank. Rainod
during the night of the 16t.h, and six
inches of snow on the 17th. Crops of all
kinds doing well.
Las Cruces. New Mexico Agricultural College. Clear, moderately warm
weather during past week. Fruit and
small grains well advanced. Alfalfa cutting is well in progress. Rainfall on the
18th was .06 of an inch, the first rain of
this season.
Las Vegas. Dr. F. II. Atkins. On
the evening of the 16th we had rain and
a good deal of wet snow, which was
quite general hereabouts. The afternoon of the 18th vve had rain accompanied by hail, doing no damage, however.
Crops are still making good headway.
Ocate. E. .M. Cosner. This week has
been' one of progress for all vegetation.
Besides the rain we had twelve inches of
snow which all melted in a few hours
making a total precipitation of 1.76 inches, the value of which could not le estimated. The wet snow caused consider
able loss of young lambs. Excellent
prospect for fruit, and crops doing well.
Pojoaque. J. Bouquet. We have hail
fine weather all this week. Good rain
on the 16th.
Puerto de Luna. P. R. Page. Very
dry and nights are cool. Crops are progressing slowly. There has been great
Iosh of lambs and cattle are getting thin
on account of dry weather. Trace of
rain on the lfitl..
Ranches of Taos. Alex. Gusdorf.
Crops are growing finely; had a nice
timely rain, after which the weather
turned quite cool, but nodaniagu to crops
nor fruits.
Raton. W. M. Oliver. First part of
week warm and dry. On the morning
of the 16th it began to snow hard and
continued all day. At first it melted as
it fell, but in the evening was five inu'iai

deep. The warm sun of the 17th soon
melted it. It was just what was needed.
No frost or freezing before or after, and
fruit was not injured.
Rincón. C. H. Raitt. The afternoons have been cloudy with variable
wind. The lack of rain has caused much
disappointment. There is still plenty of
water in the river for irrigation.
Rociada. Dr. Wm. Sparks. Crops
are looking fine. Splendid rain and
snow on the 15th and 16th, which will
insure good crops. Stock doing well.
Springer. J. C. Stansell. Bountiful
rainfall 1.50 inches.
Winsor's Ranch. II. D. Winsor.
On the 15th and 16th vve had 0.65 of an
inch of rain, and the weather for the
past week has lieen favorable for the advancement of all kinds of crops. The
ranges are in good condition and the
cattle are looking fine.
Santa Fe. U. S. Weather Bureau.
Total rainfal for week ending 9 a. m.,
Tuesday, May 21, was 1.60 inches.
1

W.

JEFFERSON,

D.

IMPORTER

BREEDRR

AND

PURE ITALIAN BEES.
Also a full lino of Apiary Supplies of Leuliy
MTk Co., lit tlielr Prices.
Amateur Itee Hook for
V. Catalogue,
Free.
Box 6, Safford, Ariz.

Wm. F. Lorenz,
FIRE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT
INSURANCE.
Nota

hy

Puhmc.

Ofllee at
SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.
l'ost-offlo- e,

Winchester Repeating
Our Model 1893

Shot-Gu- n

is now used
Shot-Glltl-

by all the most advanced trap
and game shooters.
ASK

TOUR

DEALER

Rifles
S

Single

Shot-Rifle- S

TO SHOW

THIS GUN.

YOU

Everything that is Newest and Best in Repeating Arms ns well as all
kinds of Ammunition arc made by the

g

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., Winchester Ave., New Haven, Conn.
Sml a PoKtal Curd with vmir lultlrtMifi fnrnur 1 12. had-- Tiiiiututi ruilmmA.
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To the Teacher.
ABOUT PANAC-lAThose wishing to be examined for teachEvery Han Ha Ills Tot Keinedlet for Ilia
will bo accommodated
Own Disease.
Two lloyn With ltlyle Run Over. Lwtt er's certificates
Saturday, June 8, 1895, at the public
8iiturilny Afternoon.
It is extremely interesting and in a
degree- encouraging to those who hold
Last Saturday afternoon two accidents school building this in place. The exammind-cur- e
8
theories to see how sensible
o'clock
a.
begin
will
at
ni.
ination
hapixmed on the streets of this city withpeople the world over have their cure-all- s
of B. T. Link, Supt.
By
order
in a few momenta of each other, loth of
widely different remedies for the
Mrs. W. L. Jackso.v, Sec.
which, happily ,tnrnt(l out to be of a not
same diseases and give universal testivery serious nature. The first happened
to the entire efficacy of these
Rev. C. L. Bovard, superintendent of mony
remedies, says the Boston Transcript.
to Robert Bell who was just learning to
missions of the M. E. church in New One person fights off biliousness, anride a new bicycle. He was going toMexico will hold quarterly meeting in other dyspepsia and another rheumaward home and was near the corner of
Silver City, next Sabbath. Preaching tism by eating an orange every night
Billiard and Yankic streets when he
at 11 a. m. and 8 o'clock p. ni. Holy ust before going to bed. Another effectsaw Amandas Kelluni coming with St.
ually discourages all three of these disCommunion after morning sermón.
George Robinson's delivery wagon. The
eases by swallowing every night a
J. YV. Sinnock, Pastor.
of sweet oil before retiring;
horse was a little fractious and young
No preparations have been made here another takes a tumblerful of water at
Kelluni was trying to get control but
of decoration clay that hour as hot as he can drink it, and
was not making very good headway. for the observance
is
probable
that there will founds his immunity from various disand
it
quite
Bell naturally thought Kelluni would
be no more demonstration than there eases on that.
turn up Yankie street and he turned the
Not long ago at a public banquet,
Some years
other way only to run into the delivery has been for several years.
several diners were groaning
when
ago when there was a grand army post
wagon.
over their dreadful colds, a doctor presto celebrate
ent said that no one living need ever
Both wheels passed over his body and here an attempt was made
was not a have a cold; that he himself had not
celebration
day,
the
the
but
the bicycle was a complete wreck. The
had a vestige of a cold for twenty-fiv- e
injury to Master Bell was not very ser- pronounced success.
whereas before that time he was
It is reported that James J. Dolan is years,
ious and the only wonder is that he was
suffering from them. When
continually
He suddenly disapin Los Angeles.
not hurt much worse.
all the company bent to hear what wonThe crowd which gathered after this peared from Gold Hill some months ago derful remedy he had discovered, ho
accident had hardly dispersed when and it was thought for a time that he declared that what he did was simply
another happened but a short distance had been murdered. The country sur- to drink a glass of mineral water every
bed.
from the place where the first occurred. rounding Gold Hill wa thoroughly night before going to
physician keeps
Boston
A
be
A. S. Goodell was driving down Yankie searched for him, but no trace could
in health by making them
patients
his
South-I
the
a
toward
except
track
street in a buggy when Cornell Rosen- found
go without underclothes winter and
berg suddenly ran his bicycle in front em Pacific railroad.
summer, and he would doubtless scout
Mill anof the rapidly moving hnrse.The horse
remedy
During the past ten days there have the mineral-wate- r
jumped over the lioy, but one of the been general rains all over the territory. other makes his people sleep in two
flannel nightgowns and under five
buggy wheels ran over his back. The Heavier rains have fallen in the northblankets, but makes them open all
have
litlle fello'v is but aloiit five years of ern part of the territory than there
their windows, so that the air and temage and he had a very narrow escape been in this section, but enough has perature in their rooms are exactly the
fallen to freshen up feed considerably in same as they are out of doors. We have
indeed.
These accidents will perhaps serve as all parts of the territory and make the all heard of the Paris specialist who
had a theory that, since in his view
a warning and will make bicycle riders cattle men feel considerably better.
primitive race from which man is
a little more careful as well as thoe who
The railroad bond case will lie up next the
descended went on all fours, it is nees-sar- y
drive on the streets. It would not be a week before Judge Bantz when it is exif we wish to "get back to nature,"
bad idea for small boys on bicycles to pected that the case will lie disposed of. iu order to secure or restore our health,
keep off the business streets of the city The holders of the kinds are taking no to get down and travel upon our hand ;
during business hours, as there is plenty part in the case, but in the event that and feet a certain portion of t'.u d.iy
of room for bicycle riding on streets an injunction should Ihi granted, they lie made all his patu:iU Ulr jaHiw exeach day o.i
where it is not altended.'Vith so much will commence suit against the county. ercise for an hour or two
all fours, and the strange part of V.x :
danger.
It is reported that the hail storm of matter was that it effected some wonweek injured the fruit crop to a conlast
derful cures.
Prof. Miles has returned from a trip
Mimbres.
on
upper
the
extent
siderable
to'Rincon where he is engaged in the
HE HAD NOT BEN PRESENTED.
improvement of a fruit farm. He has Quite a considerable amount of fruit was
h M eh Enjoyml
For Time, Howcv.-r- .
planted out a large number of fruit trees knocked off the trees.
I la Aiqu i
t
YVork on the normal school building
and will soon have one of the finest
Yarns of adventure on t'.ie road arc in
here has been at a stand still for a numfruit farms on the river.
order now that the traveling pluyer.j
lie nothing are at home again.
One that n Now
There is plenty of water in the Rio ber of weeks and there can
more money is York actress tells about herself i i of
some
until
done
more
Grande and according to all reports
in a
her visit to a splendid
tlx re will lo plenty for purposes of irri- available for building purines.
city on the Pacific coa:. It ij a faino js
The board of regents of the normal place and one of the sights of the town.
gation for at least six weeks to come.
The snow has not a melted in the school will have a meeting here next It is illuminated at night by electricity
mountains yet and there have been rains Wednesday. Teachers will be hired for and a visit to it was arranged by a
enough in the northern part of the terri- the ensuing year and other business of party of friends in the company after a
performance. A swim was the regulatory during the past three weeks to importance will be transacted.
tion thing to do on nrrivinfr, and soon
keep the river from falling.
The grand jury visited the county jail the party were splashing about in the
There is a scarcity of water at Pinos last Monday morning and inspected it water. This particular little woman
is not at all at home as a merAltos and it is not probable that there thoroughly.
maid, and she was floundering
will Ihj enough for milling purposes
The valuation of property in thiscoun-tabout rather badly when a man
there until after the commencement of
this year will be considerably more near
her, whose fine swimming
than was returned last year for taxation.
the rainv season.

TWO ACCIDENTS.
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had already attracted her attention,
to her with some valuable suggestions. His face was familiar to her,
and as they had come out in carriages
with one or two stranger guests, she
assumed this was one of her party,
whom she had barely met. She gratefully availed herself of his directions,
and as he wa9 an expert swimmer and
splendid athlete his aid was both efficient and agreeable.
When, however,
the party reassembled after dressing it
was rather a blow to discover that her
water friend, was, on land, the driver
of the carriage in which she had ridden
to the place.
came

WIT IN COURT.
But
It.
Many witty things are said by our
bright lawyers in the heat of legal passion, says the Boston Traveler. Two
prominent attorneys were engaged in
an assault case before Judge Hardy in
the municipal criminal court recently,
whose names, for the sake of modesty,
arc withheld. Lawyer A., becoming
nettled at Mr. B.'s leading interrogatories, called him to account sharply.
Lawyer B. forgot his caution in his de
sire to draw out a satisfactory response
in the direct examination, when Law
yer A. interposed a second time. "I be
lieve, sir," began Mr. A., savagely, "that
I objected to your course of putting
leading questions to the witness."
"I have ears," replied Lawyer B.,
solemnly.
"And I, sir," rejoined Mr. A., excitedly, "have understanding."'
"Well, why don't you use it?" asked
the opposing counsel, quietly.
The habitues of the courtroom broke
into a roar of laughter, in which the
judge joined, and for the next few minutes the officers were kept busy restoring order.
A

Lawyer

Who Ilud
Did Not

Urnler-iUndln-

Une

Rough on the Too.

lady, greviously tormented with a
corn on one of her toes, was advised by
a friend- to anoint it with phosphorus,
which in a weak moment she did, but
forgot to tell her husband before retiring at night. It was just s'.ruok twelve
when the husband awoke, and was
startled to see something sparkle at
the foot of the bed. He had never
heard of a firefly in the locality, nor
did he ever remember 001117 such a
terrible-lookin- g
object as tho too presented. Reaching carefully out of his
bed till he found one of his dippers, he
raised it high in the air, nad brought it
down with terrible force inon the mysterious light. A uhriek i;vA an avalanche of bed clothes, and all was over.
When at last he released himself from
the avalanche lie discovered hia wife
groaning in the corner. He had struck
the phosphorated toe!
A

-

Chinese Skates.

It is not commonly known that the

capital of China is
for five
months out of the twelve, or that the
g
Chinese could ever be
graceful skaters. The Chinese use a
very inferior style of skate, of their
own manufacture a mere chunk of
wood arranged to tic on the shoe and
shod with a rather broad strip of iron.
stolid-lookin-
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c.f I'ulan Teeth for Ills
Chun's I'nhy.
ne was a bachelor, while the other
man upon whom he was calling was a
young married man, and the visitor felt
very much like a fish out of water, says
the Philadelphia Record.
The year before they had been inseparable chums, with the same tastes, the
same habits.
Now everything was changed.
The young benedict seemed to be just
as sociable and talkative as ever, but
!iis old churn was ill at ease.
lie felt like making a bolt for the
door, and with difficulty restrained
himself.
His nerves were at high tension, and
he sat watching the door pathetically,
expectantly, like the felon awaiting the
coming of his executioner.
The door opened finally, and a woman wearing a white cap and apron entered with a very young baby in her
arms.
"Here he is," said the married one.
"Here's iny son and heir. Isn't he a
beauty, Jack, eh?"
Jack made some idiotic remark about
the baby's sex.
"Oh, yes," said the father. "Hadn't
you heard? It's a boy, of course."
"Certainly, 1 might have known,"
Jack gasped. "It's got hair on its
head."
The father laughed, but Jack looked
solemn.
"Baby's got a tooth," said the father,
proudly.
"Only one? queried the bachelor, and
then he had a bright idea.
"Of course, that needn't 'worry you,"
he said; "I should think you might get
a false set pretty cheap. Such a small
kid, y' know."

planet, turco miles round tho sun, uud
nearly a mile forward with the sun.

Suggests n Sot

STATISTICS FOR IDLY CURIOUS.
on tfnw :o I'iiITi, Klsiri, Air
frosiiire mi l I'oüt.' ici.
A German lover of figures has made
the following curious cal filiations, says
t!ie Berliner Abend I'ost: A nan smoking a pipe of medium size blown out of
his mouth for every timo lvj UU3 tho
pipe 700 smoke clouds. If ho smokes
four pipes a day for twenty years he
blows out 20,440,000 smoke clouds.
If two lovors spend four hours together and the lover tahcr, or iv?eives
200 kisses low cabula' Ion and each
kiss lasts ten second:;, in live years' time
the lover would have !!U5,'JJ'J hisses,
and their lips would have been united
for the space of forty-sidays and six
hours.
If the entire population is considered
to be 1,400,003,000 tho brains of this
number of human beings would weigh
1,922,712 tons, or as much ai ninety-si- x
ironclads of the ordinary size.
" The air pressure on a person of ordinary size is thirteen and a half tons.
A man of fifty years of ago has in or
dinary cases undressed himself 18,850
times, and, of course, dressed himself
just as many times.
When a person on the street raises
his hat, makes a bow, the work of a
second, he is carriod by tho movement
f the earth 530 meters round with tho

Computation

x

FUNERALS HI3 HOBBY.
United Btntei Treasury lias a Man Who
E ijiys Thsm Kx .clln'ily.
In one of the bureaus of the treasury
department is a man who has a chronic

desire to help bury people and attend
funerals. Tho other day, says the
Washington I'ost, he was transferred
to a new division. The first day he
asked his chief for leave of absence during the afternoon.
"What for?" asked the chief.
"I want to attend the funeral of Capt.
Smith."
The chief had hardly got acquainted
with tho man and sent him upstairs to
his former chief to ask if he had been
permanently transferred to his division. Tho man came back with the
announcement that he had been transferred, and he was excused for the
Tho same day this cliiei
afternoon.
met the chief of the division where he
had formerly been employed.
"Why did you send the man to me to
inquire if he had been transferred?"
"He asked for leave of absence, and
I wanted to find out whether I had any
authority over hiin," was the reply.
"Did he want to attend a funeral?"
"Yes."
"I knew it," said tho other. "It's a
regular thing with him a disease. He
has a mania for attending funerals."
Tho

riftcr

neo in I) ivs.

"solar day" is measured by the rotation of tho earth upxi its axis, and is
;f different lengths, owing to the ellip-licitof the earth's orbit, and other
Muses. An "astronomical day" commences at noon and is counted from tho
first to the twenty-fou- r
hours. A "civil
day" commences at midnight and is
counted from the first to the twelfth
hour, and then again from the first hour
of the day till the twelfth at night. The
' 'nautical day" used by ship captains,
explorers and some lew others is
counted as a "civil day," only that the
reckoning is begun at noon, as with the
"astronomical day."
A

y

Hejrr iry J'refor iblo to Slavery.
Henry Fisher, the earliest licensed
pilot in Delaware, was a man of substance when the war for independence
broke out, and besides serving as a
major in tho continental army ho
freely gave his wealth to aid the cause.
When abj.it to part with lib savings
he was iatsrrupted by his wife, who
said, according to tradition: "Henry
Fisher, will you make beggars of your
children?'' and the pilot's answer was:
"Better he beggars than slaves."
In a I lull's Ntomuoh.
An extraordinary discovery was made
in the stomach of a fish of tho ling

species at Liverpool wholesale market
the other day. Tho fish weighed fifteen
pounds, and m its stomach were two
smooth cobblestones weighing over five
pounds, w!ii ch had evidently been used
as sinkers for a deep sea fishing lino.
Tho fish, so far as could bo seen, did
not appear to have suffered from the
presence of such a weight in
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.t Dugjo sounaeu, ana the military
tattoo commenced. All the tunes were
Uaoteh, the pipers of the Royal Scots
regiment opening the proceedings. Five
hundred men next inarched in line,

The Animals Soiled with n Rtrungo Madness When In I'crll.
The panic that is inspired in the
minds of horses by a phenomenon so carrying colored lanterns, while twenty
strange as Arc can be understood only military bands concluded tho music
by those who have witnessed a fire in a i. ith a splendid rendering of the "Old
large stable where numbers of horses Hundredth." Driving by the royal artilt.
are kept, says the St. Louis
lery, and exhibition of skill with Indian
The scene that ensues is one of clubs by two native regiments,
the most frightful that can be conceived.
and gun drill by
The horses are rescued from the burn- men of the royal navy were warmly aping building with the utmost difficulty preciated by the multitude. The Par-;i- ,
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satisfaction Ruaranteed.
011 Yanklo Street.

M A I L R . Ill sllP

Globe-Democra-

Legal Notice.
Fulton J. Davidson, 1 In the District Court,
I Grant County
New
vs.
Rothschild Brothers. (Mexico. November
3US5
J term. lWfi.
Tho defendants. Allicrt liothschlld and JulRothschild, doing business under the Arm
and only with the most serious peril to
volunteers from Peona were espe- ius
name and stylo of Rothschild Brothers, at
the lives and limbs of tho rescuers. cially popular.
St. Louis. Mo., aro hereby untitled that suit
has been brouirht aualnst said firm bv Fulton
The animals go mad with fright, rear,
,T. Davidson,
plaintiff, to recover tho sum of
kick and dash from side to side so wildA CRUEL PRAYER.
Ono Hundred and Fifty our Dollars and Ton
cents, claimed to Ihj duo by you to said plainly as to make an attempt at rescue as
and your property has leen attached.
perilous as an adventure on a hostile Mohammedans rioad for the Destruction tiff
Unless you enter your apiiearanoo ut
o.
llnlMillovcrs.
battery. When rescued they will often
the NoveinlHT term of tho District Court
The following is an exact translation to bo boKun and holden In and for the
break away from those who hold them
of New
County of Grant and Territory
and charge back at full speed into the from the Arabic of the official prayer Mexico on the Mth day of Novemlier, A. L.,
lKlfi,
bo
will
by
is
taken
judgment
default
which
of
Islam,
used
throughout
burning building, there to perish in the
W. B. Walton,
you.
flames. They resist every attempt to Turkey and daily repeated in tho aualnst
Clerk.
U. U. Raiiuktt.
Attorney for plaintiff.
take them out. They have been known Cairo "A.har" university by ten thoutcnt-pjggin- g,

trick-ridin-

V

to tear their rescuers with their teeth,
to throw them to the ground and trample on them, to kick out their brains.
As the fury of the flames increases so
does the panic of the unfortunate ani'
mals. They scream out in their agony
as the fire reaches their bodies, yet will
they not for nil that seek safety in the
open air. They arc crazed with fear,
and yet remain to be burned to death
when a ten seconds run would carry
them to liberty. But they never make
the run, and, as a rule, arc burned
alive in their stalls, where alone they
seem to fancy they can find security.
There is but one way to get them out
and that is to blind them with some
convenient cover, such as a coat or a
blanket, and thus, unable to sec the
in
dangers abput them, trembling
every limb, apparently ready to fall to
the earth with fear, they may be led
out. But tho cover must not be too
quickly removed from their eyes; in
fact, it should not bo taken oil until
the animals aro out of sight of the
burning building, otherwise they will
break away from tho persons leading
them and, in spite of the stoutest efforts at restraint, will dash back to perish in the flames.

sand Mohammedan students from all
hinds:
"I seek refuge with Allah from Satan,
the accursed. In tho name of Allah the
Compassionate, the Merciful! O, Lord
of all Creatures! Oh, Allah! Destroy
the infidels and polytheists, thine ene'
mies, the enemies of the religion! 0,
Allah! Make their children orphans,
and defile their abodes, and causo their
feet to slip, and give them, and their
families, and their households, and
their women, and their children, and
their relatives by marriage, and their
brothers, and their friends, and their
possessions, and their race, and their
wealth, and their lands, as booty to the
Moslems, 0, Lord of all Creatures!"
In all the other religions of even the
nations of the globe there
can be no prayer found to parallel this
cruel appeal of Islam to tho spirit of
inhumanity. Bulgaria, Damascus, Lebanon and Armenia may or may not be
h
intrigue;
mere hotbeds of
with such a national prayer Turkey
in the eyes of
stands
the world.

A great deal of interest was manifested in Bombay, recently, in the naval
and military tournament. Encouraged
by the success which attended a similar
programme previously given, Gen
Gatacre and tho committee decided to
add many new features, with the result
that crovd3 assembled on each day to
witness tho various contests. Tickets
were resold at a premium, and even
trees overlooking tho oval were
thronged with sightseers. The second
evening, says a foreign exchange, the
tournament was attended by tho governor general, Lord Harris, who, as a
famous athlete, enjoyed the capital
sport provided. Little Miss Bracken-bury- ,
attired in the royal artillery uniform and escorted by troops, rode up to
his excellency and presented him with
a programme. Immediately afterward

a young lady of Portuguese-Englis- h
birth who had been reading the New
Testament for the first time. It was
worth while to see sush a letter, for
many personá must have felt, first or
last, with Thoreau, that it would be a
delightful thing for anyone to encounter those wonderful narratives as a
fresh discovery, in maturer years,
apart from all the too familiar associations of Sunday school and sermon
Such, as any rate, was this young
lady's experience, and her statement of
the result was at least a little astonishing She wrote, n her
English, to an American friend in these
words. '"Did you ever happen to read
a book called the New Testament? If
not, I advise you to do so. I have just
been reading it ono of theso days, nnd
I find it a very moral and nice book."

somi-civiliz-

anti-Turkis-

A MORAL

AND

Have
YOU

Read

Coin's

NICE BOOK.

What a Young Lady Thought of the New
Testament.
TOURNAMENT AT BOMBAY.
It was once tho good fortuno of a
English and Indian R?glmonts Join In Harper's Bazar writer to read, in the
island of I'V.yal, a letter just written by
Millta-- y nnd Atli'.nMc Sports.

half-foreig- n

School

?

It sells lor 25 cents, tot
may be had Iree by sub-

scribers

to THE EAGLE

who pay a year In advance.
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ANCHETA.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
Will practice In all tlie courts of tlie territory. Office corner Texas and
Spring streets.
NEW MEXICO.
SILVER CITY

BAIL

ATTORNEY AT LA AV.

.

Office In Broadway Hotel.

SILVER CITY

HL.

PICKETT.

ATTORNEY
-

SILVER CITY,

AT
-

N. M.

LAW,
--

"

N.

M

H. HARLI.EE.

4

A.

AT LAW.

ATTORNEY'
SILVER CITY
IOHN

J

N. M.

M. GINN.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

p

Territory.

.

.

-

1
N. C. (.'oilier.
II. B. Hamilton,
N. B. Laughlln,
J
G. I), llantz.
W. B. Walton, Clerk

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
at Bailey's drug Store. Rooms at
Dr. Bailey's residence.
-

menean Newspapers,

CHARLES A. DANA, Editor.

Associates

Third Judicial District
Surveyor General
U. H. Collector
U.S. District Attorney
U. S. Marshal
Deputy U.S. Marshal
II. W. Loomls,
,1. W. Klemlng,
U. 8. Coal Mine Inspector
.1. H Walker. Santa Fe Register Land Office
Pedro Delgado, Santa Fe Rec'v'r Land Olllee
.lohn I). Bryan, Las Cruces Reg'r Land Office
.1. P. Ascarate. Las Cruces, Rec'v'r L'd Office
Reg'r Land Office
Richard Young, Roswell
W. O. Cosgrove, Roswell,
Kec v'r Land otllce
Reg'r Land Office
W. W. Boyle. Clayton,
Rec'v'r Lund Office
H. C. Plckels, Clayton.

Charles l' Easley,
Charles M. Shaiinon,
.1. B. llemmingwuy,
Edward L. Hall,

The American Constitution, the American
Idea, the American Spirit. These first, last,
and all the time, foiever.
Dully, by mall

JOuyeur

Dally and Sunday, by mall

$8

a year

The Weekly

SI

a year

Solicitor General
District attorney

P. Victory.
II. Crist, Santa Fe.
R. L. Young, Las Cruces.
T. N. Wllkersou. Alb'(iie.
A. II. Harllee. Sliver City.
II. M. Daugherty. Socorro.
A. A. Jones. Las Vegas,

.1.
.1.

SILVER CITY

The firxi of A

TERRITORIAL.

N. M.

T. IMIILLII'H,

Office

Delegate to Congress
Governor
Secretary
Chief Justice

Thomas It. Catron,
W. T. Thornton,
Lorion Miller.
Thomas Smith,

Will practice In all tlie Courts of the

SILVER CITY.

THE SUN.

FEDERAL.

&

TAMES S. FIELDER.

')

Directory.

Official

CARDS.

PROFESSIONAL

2!, 1895.

N.

M

The Sunday Sun
is the greatest Sunday Newspaper

John Franklin, Eddy.
in the world.
Librarian
.lose M'gura.
SECRET SOCIETIES.
II. S. Clancy.
Clerk Supreme Court
) A. M.
Penitentiary Price Be. a copy. By mail, $2 a year.
lit Silver City Chapter. No. 2, at Masonic E. H.W.Bergniaiiii.Siiperlntendent
Adjutant General
Knaeliel,
Hall. Regular convocations on ltd Wednes- Geo.
Treasurer
Samuel
hulom.
day evening of each month. All companions Marcelino Garcia,
Address THK Sl'N, New York.
Auditor
E. Cosohovk. II. I'.
Invited to attend.
of Schools
Supt.
Amado
Chavez.
I'khky B. Lady, See'y.
M. S. Hart.
Coal Oil Inspector
E. & A. M.

A

A.

Silver ('it v Liulire. Xn. Mi.ii n. M IltMIII.
........ .Ml...... 11...
I.
X'...,l IIDllllh,
.1...
II
vii;i niii'i
Ule
mill
Thursday evening
on or before the full moon
each month. All visiting brothers Invited to
C.
W. M.
attend.
Perry B. Lady. Sec'y. Bennett.
A E. S.
VtSllvcr City Chapter No. 3.0. E. S. Meets
every 1st a iid ;kl Tuesday In each month at
Masonic Hall. Mus. E. C. T. Warren, W. M.
Mus. Nem.y B. Lauy, Sec'y.
H

.11
uI.. II.
nun.

V

COURT OF PRIVATE

V

It

G. R. Brown,

S. S. Branuiii,
Isaac Tiffany Lodge. No. 19, meets at Odd A. J. Chil li.
Fellows' Hall. Bank building, Thursday ev- Thomas Foster
enings. Memliers of the order cordially In- U. T. Link.
vited to attend.
F. P. Jonks.'N. G.
Chahi.es G. Bell. Sec'y.
I I

I O. O. F.

1. Helen Lodge. No. 7. Reliekuli Degree
Meetings second and fourth Friday nights In
each month, at hall of I. S. TIITanv Lodge No.
Bank building.
Mrs.M.A.Chii.ders.N. G.
Miss Pearl Dotson. Sec'y
111.

." OF P.
IV, Meets 2d and II li Tuesday nights of each
month, at Odd Fellow's Hall. Visit ing Knights
Invited.
J. E. White. C. C
J. J. Sheridan, K. R & S.
4

A.

Meets on the 1st and Id Tuesday of iaeh
month. Fellow workmen cordially Invited.
C. L. CantLey, M. F.
E. M. YoUNti, Rec.

to

Silver City Post Office.
Office open dully except Sunday from
T

p. in.

Open Sundays from 9 to

W.
W.

Frank Wright.
I.,

11:40

8 it. in

cautley.

IIOAItl) OK EDUCATION.
C.

Bennett.

R. L. Powel.

Wiu. Ilrahiu,

COI'M'ILMKN.

Jas. Glllett.

Martin Muher

Geo. I). Jones.

KIKE DEPARTMENT.
L. A. Skelly
St. (ieorge Robinson

Cb,.f

Assistant Chief
Whltehlll
Foreman. R. B. Hose Co.
Foreman, J. W. F. Hose Co
Steve I'lih)
W. F. Loren. Foreman. Hook and LadderCo

a. m.. and one

at :40 a. m.
Mull closes for Mogollón and all intermediate points at 8a. in., Mondays, Wednesdays

DEBILITY, Etc.

Mayor
Treasurer
Clerk
Attorney
Marshal

Wm. F. Lorens.

t.

LAME BACK.

CITY

Fleming.
Carter.

C. C.

hour after arrival of railway mail.
Money order department open dully except
Sundays from 8 a. in. to Up. m.
Mall closes for Fort Bayard. Central. Hanover. Georgetown and all ruilroad points daily

J.
J.

M. K. White.

O. U. W.

LUMBAGO

SCIATICA.

Probate Judge
Treasurer
Probate Clerk
Sheriff
Collector
Assessor
Surveyor
Commissioner
Commissioner
Commissioner
School Superintendent

No. 1. meets
each month.
Baylor Shannon,
Visiting patriarchs cordially invited.
A. E. Atkins. C. P. A. B. Lnlrd.
T. X. Ohlldcrs,
J. J. Kelly. Scribe.

I O. O. F.

RHEUMATISI,

COUNTY.
R. V. Newshaiii.
N. A. Ilollch.
E. M. Young.

O. O.F.
Jas L. Ridgely Encampment
the 2d and tth Wednesdays of
T

LAND CLAIMS.

Joseph R. Reed, of Iowa. Chief Justice.
Associate Justices Wilbur F. Stone, of Colorado) Thomas C. Fuller of North Carolina;
William M. Murray, of Tennessee; Henry C.
Sluss. of Kansas.
of Missouri, United
Matt (i. Reynolds.
States Attorney.

TOPEKA & SANTA FE
RAILROAD TIME TABLE.
In Effect August 8. 1894.

ATCHISON,

No.

HiM.

Arrives.

and Fridays.
Mull closes for Pinos Altos dally except
4:00 p.m.
Sundays at 4:15 p. ni.
Mail arrives from the east, west and south I2:!
"
dally at p.m.
11:4.') a. ni.
Mall arrives from Mogollón and Intermediate points at 7 a. m Wednesdays, Fridays 1(1:4(1 "
"
H:(f
and Sundays.
Mall arrives from Pinos Altos dally except 5:3) a. m.
Lea ve.
Sundays ut:;to a. in.
L. A. Skei.i.y, Postmaster

destination.

.

No. ,so:.

Departs.

&

Silver City
I

I""'"'
Nut t
Rincón

Las Cruces
Kl Paso

10:10 a. 111.
12:40 I), in.
f 12:50 II. III.
1:411 p. m.
'
1:2(1
"
5:08
7:40 p. m.

Arrives.
Jons H. MrixiK, Agent.

WHY BE SICK
When a trifle will buy the greotest healing
Invention of t he day?
Nanden's Electric

lr.

Hell Is a complete body battery for sel,
treatment, and guaranteed, or money

refunded. It will cure without medicino
Hhetiiiiatlsm, I.tiiiilmgo, Kcliitica, I.ame
Hark, Kidney and l.lver Complaints,
Nervous Iclllty, Weakness, Losses,
Itralns and all effeels of enrly indisrre
lion or excess. To weak men It Is the
greatest possible boon, as the mild,
soothlnic electric current is applied
direct to the nerve rentera and improvements are felt from the lirst hour used.
A

pocket edition of the celebrated electro-

medical work,

"Three Classes of Men,"
Illustrated, la sent free, sealed, by mall upon
application. Every young, middle-age- d
or old man suffering the slightest weakness
should read it. It will show an easy, sure

and speedy way to retrain strength and
health when everything else lias lulled.

ThoSANDEN ELECTRIC CO.,

No. 926 Sixteenth St., Denver, Col.
Also New York, Chicago A London, Eng.
Largest

Electro-Medic-

Concern in tho Worldl

